
Send the Right Message at the Right Time

Pardot gives you the tools to create, deploy, manage, and measure 

online marketing campaigns that drive real results. From email and 

web forms to landing pages and search, Pardot is a complete 

marketing communications solution that integrates with your CRM. 

Connect with your constituents in a whole new way.

Salesforce Pardot for 
Higher Ed

LET’S TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT PARDOT
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Effortless Email Marketing – Pardot helps you 

create beautiful email campaigns that deliver results. 

Build emails quickly and easily with the intuitive 

visual editor. Send the right email to the right 

prospect or alum at the right time with campaign 

automation — just set it and forget it. Segment your 

contacts based on their interests and attributes, then 

send personalized content to every constituent. 

Leverage industry-leading tools to ensure 

deliverability and consistent viewing on any device.

Lead Generation Engine – Keep your pipeline fully 

stocked with a steady flow of high-quality prospects. 

Build beautifully branded landing pages and forms 

with drag-and-drop tools, so you can free up IT 

resources. Measure the true ROI of your campaigns 

with Google AdWords integration, search term 

tracking, and keyword performance analysis. Use 

progressive profiling and social integration to get a 

360-degree view of prospects.

Seamless Project Management – Spend less time 

on repeat tasks and more time engaging prospects. 

Work faster with customizable workflow rules that 

handle repeat tasks and automatically keep data 

clean. Set up nurture campaigns that keep prospects 

connected with a stream of relevant content or 

re-engage dormant contacts. With automated lead 

scoring, your recruiting and advancement teams 

always know which prospects are worth their time.
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Powerful Tools for Your Staff – Equip your team 

with the tools to connect from anywhere. Now staff 

can access data and log notes right from their 

phones with the Salesforce Mobile App, or update a 

contact’s record without leaving their inbox using 

Pardot Engage for Gmail. Give your recruiting and 

advancement teams access to a library of approved 

email templates and nurturing tracks, so they can 

launch their own campaigns to their contacts.

Robust Reporting – Now you can finally 

understand which communications are working, and 

which need some work. Measure campaign ROI and 

tie converted prospects back to marketing efforts. 

Check the health of your funnel at a glance and 

pinpoint where opportunities are getting stuck. Use 

A/B Testing to hone in on the most powerful subject 

lines, images, and messages. Gain deep insight into 

clicks, opens, and content engagement.
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Marketing Automation for Recruiting & Admissions – Guide prospects 

through a personalized recruiting journey that dynamically responds to 

their behavior and interests. Gain a deeper understanding of every 

prospect by enriching CRM data with information about their web activity, 

email clicks and opens, and content consumption. Enable recruiters to 

understand their prospect list through smart lead scoring, so they can 

engage at the right time.

Marketing Automation for Advancement & Alumni Relations – 

Generate more — and better — prospects for your advancement or 

development team. Manage every aspect of your fundraising campaigns in 

one place, while tracking real-time results. Replace clunky event sign-up 

forms with beautiful, branded pages. Keep donors in the loop on your 

activities and impact. Send alumni tailored opportunities to get involved 

based on their interests and history.

Marketing Automation for Everyone – Whether you use it to keep fans 

coming back to buy tickets or students informed about deadlines, Pardot 

helps you deliver one-to-one communications with anyone across your 

campus and beyond.

Marketing Automation for 
Every Department & Team Across 
Your Insitutition
Pardot helps you drive constituents to take action — whether for your 

team that means driving prospects to enroll, alumni to donate, students 

to participate in campus activities, or anything else. It’s a dynamic, 

flexible toolset for anyone who needs to communicate.
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With Pardot, CfA has revolutionized the way they do recruiting. Unlike their previous 

marketing tool, Pardot is deeply integrated with their CRM data, which allows them to 

personalize every email communication. Their small team is able to scale thanks to 

easy-to-use features like the Form Builder. Not only is it easier to create forms, but CfA 

has also made them much less cumbersome and intimidating for prospects by using 

nested fields and progressive profiling.

Once a prospect fills out the form, Pardot’s automation rules take care of assigning the 

new lead to the right recruiter, which has reduced that process from one day to mere 

seconds. And if a prospect gets sidetracked and fails to complete a form or application, 

CfA has set up drip campaigns to re-engage the prospect and drive them to complete it. 

For both forms and emails, CfA leverages Pardot’s built-in A/B testing. This tool has 

allowed their marketing team to hone in on the messages that resonate most with 

prospects, which has increased email click-through and open rates significantly. Today, 

CfA uses Pardot to recruit prospective students as well as corporate partners, engaging 

both types of prospects in a powerful, targeted way.

CUSTOMER SUCCESS

“The process of qualifying and distributing prospects to the 
right team member used to take a whole business day. Now 
it happens in real time, so recruiters can respond as fast as 
5 minutes after a prospect fills out a form.”

Linnae Selinga 

Senior Marketing Manager, College for America
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Ready to engage your constituents like never before?

LEARN MORE AT SALESFORCE.ORG/HIGHERED/HED-MARKETING >

http://www.salesforce.org/highered/hed-marketing/


TO LEARN MORE VISIT SALESFORCE.ORG  >

http://salesforce.org
http://salesforce.org

